Fly Away, performed by Lenny Kravitz

After 2 bars of guitar, come in with the drums:
(I know this may seem wrong, but it's not, promise)

Intro and Chorus
G ------------------------------------------------|
D ------------------------------------------------|
A --------2-3-3-3-3-3--3------------5-5-5-5-5-----|
E -5-5-5-5-----------------------------3-3-3-3-3---|
                                          X2

Verse (Slap and pop)
G ---------------5-------------------7-|
D -----------7-------------------------|
A -----------2/3-x-------------------3/5-|
E -3/5-x--------------------------2/3-x-----|  X4

Chorus

Verse

Chorus (But this time continue playing the verse)

Bridge (same as verse)

Chorus x 4

Key

/ slide
x mute note